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Beverly Hills, CA. August 9, 2018 Hollywood
Foreign Press Association presents annual Grants
Banquet Thursday night from the Beverly Hilton
H o t e l . T h e H F PA w i l l p r e s e n t m o r e t h a n $ 3 . 2 5
million in donations to non-profit entertainmentrelated organizations and scholarship programs.
Pictured: Dawn-Lyen Gardner and Ben Hardy
Photographer: HFPA Photographer

“The Warrior” Behind the scenes with Alexis Vogel
The woman behind some of the most
glamorous faces in Hollywood is
Alexis Vogel, celebrity makeup artist
to the stars. She is the woman behind
the glamorous look of celebrities such
as Pamela Anderson, Bo Derek,
Carmen Electra, and Paula Abdul.
Other celebrities include Kelly
Clarkson, Avril Lavigne, Gwen
Stefani. She has also worked with
actors like Denzel Washington, Ryan
Seacrest, Jack Nicholson. Just to
mention a few. Alexis has been doing
her magic on countless stars and
celebrities and loving every minute of
it.
Alexis has grown up in the celebrity
spotlight. What a glamorous life it
has been.

as celebrity makeup artist for singing
icon Shakira.

They toured 28 countries in 30 days
by private jet. Shakira’s immediate
family also traveled with them. They
ate gourmet meals prepared by a
Paris Chef for every meal. It was
amazing.
She worked on the set of American
Idol for seasons 1-7. Alexis had an
amazing connection with the Idol
judges. Especially Simon who we all
adore. What fabulous stories she
shared about her time with them.
We could talk for days and never cover
all the amazing celebrities she has
worked with and became close friends
with.

She has shared about her time on tour

Alexis & Pam Anderson

Alexis Vogel & Randy Jackson
on the set of American Idol.

Let us get a glimpse into the life that
made her the amazing woman she is
today. At the young age of two,
Alexis knew she had a gift for art. As
a child, she was obsessed with sitting
in front of her drawing board
sketching and trying to paint.
Her father was a magnificent painter
as well as a photographer. Her
mother a beauty to behold who won
many beauty contests. Alexis was
destined to be the best at whatever
she chose to do in life.
Her father’s circle of friends were
celebrities like Marilyn Monroe, who
he met when she was still known as
Norma Jean. He was a photographer
for Playboy for many years and
photographed many models and
legends of our time. Our family was
best friends with Hugh Hefner. I
grew up seeing beautiful women
everywhere, Alexis explained.
Alexis gift for makeup and hair came
at a very early age. She remembers
doing makeup on her father's test
models. By the time she was 18, she
was rocking the celebrity world with
her extraordinary talent for makeup
and hair. Creating the Bombshell
looks we see today. She was a
makeup artist for Playboy for many
years. we can see why she would
become a World-Famous Celebrity
Makeup artist for the stars.

Alexis informed us that this is the
first time she has shared publicly
about the incredible celebrity
pictorial photo shoot she did with
Playboy.
The photo shoot was all natural with
her horses, and her dog in Malibu, in
the creeks, in the lakes, and camping
out of the bed of her 66 Chevy
pickup truck.
That truck was her pride and joy. She
fixed it up cool. It was a very sharp
truck with the sidestep and an oak
truck bed.
It was tangerine orange, very 70s
kind of color. The scene was like
camping in the back of my pickup
truck with my dog and horses
around. Alexis said she had a lot of
fun and met a lot of great people
whom she is still friends with today.
“ The Photoshoot was very
professional. I am glad that I did it.”

A woman who has stared death in the
face and said NO, NOT TODAY. As
many of you may not know, in 2016 she
battled Cancer and won!!!
“What I went through was more than
any challenge I have ever experience in
my whole life. If I can help teach
anybody anything, it is that we cannot
give up ever and how important your
closest, dearest friends can be as your
safe guards or guardian angels. They
are what gets you through to keep on
going. That empowers you more than
you will ever know. I have a very
strong spiritual side to me and truly
believe with all my heart that God in
prayer can best case get you through.

and pick up your life again just where
it left off. Never give up! Fight!”
Alexis asked me during our
conversation, What are your goals with
this interview? My heart stopped for a
second and I said humbly, we want to
celebrate you Alexis. Later we shared
with her, you are the definition of a
powerful, classy yet graceful woman
who has stared death in the face and
said NO. You are a Warrior with a
Warrior spirit. You have so much to
teach others. You have a heart of gold.
This was taken recently. Look how
beautiful her hair grew back in less
than two years.

Yes, I almost died more than once,
but now I am here and I am alive to
talk about it and whoever is reading
this know that you too will get through

This was taken less than 2 years ago.
During cancer and treatment.
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As we spoke with Alexis I could hear
and feel her powerful and humble
spirit as she spoke. She is the true
definition of Humility: strength under
control.
We learned so many life lessons just
listening to her speak with such power
and wisdom, balanced with such
elegance and class.
At a young age, Alexis and her family
moved to the country. This is where
Alexis discovered another passion.
That passion is most young girl’s fairy
tale or dream. For Alexis, it was an
everyday lifestyle. Her newfound
passion was riding and raising horses.
Which Alexis did very well. She
started training for the Olympics at
the tender age of 7 years. She trained
for 10 years 8 hours a day with
anywhere from 5 to 8 horses and 3
trainers in any one period.

That my friend is dedication and
passion and desire to be the best. we
would say Alexis has the Midas touch,
everything she touches turns to Gold.

Her words were sweet like honey on
her lips, but she spoke with strength
and power and authority.
We have been very humbled and
elated to be able to speak with her and
connect on such a personal level. It
was truly an indescribable time we
shared with her. We are excited for
the things to come.
Today I think we worry more about
who knows who and asking about all
the famous and fabulous celebrities
that we see on the screen and in the
pages of the latest magazine that we
tend to forget about the most
important celebrities behind the scene
like Alexis Vogel.

She has revolutionized the sexy
glamourous look that many women
desire. Pamela Anderson is one of her
priority clients. Alexis met Pamela on
the set of Tool Time and the rest is
history. She has been doing Pamela’s
makeup and hair for many years now.
Alexis considers Pamela her closest
friend. Alexis shared with us her
passion for Art Directing, as well as
spearheading campaigns. She is a
genius, full of so many ideas with
such a creative mindset. What drives
her is a passion for perfection. I
personally believe this is one of the
many qualities she has that made her
so successful.

Alexis shared, I have been very fortunate
in my life to have created two very
successful makeup lines. My first line, in
the 2000’s, was a big infomercial that was
a lot of fun. A lot of my fans who bought
from that makeup line also bought from
my second line once it launched.
However, I am no longer affiliated with
either makeup company. At this time, I
am back to focusing on what makes me
the happiest, which is doing Makeovers
and Photo Shoots
Alexis also loves her time with friends
and family. She lives life to the fullest
every day. Never taking one second for
granted.
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RSC: Ask Alexis what is your secret to
the fountain of youth?

RSC: Alexis could you share a beauty
tip us today?

A.V: Ha-ha I have many. One thing I
do every day is drink Aloe Vera Juice,
Pure and Unfiltered of course. You can
buy it at most Whole Foods Stores or
health food stores. I drink up to 1/3cup
a day mixed with a protein powder,
banana, and a raw egg (if you could
handle that) plain Greek yogurt no
sugar and a little bit of almond milk,
some peanut butter in the blender.

A.V: Yes, do not always follow all the
trends that are on social media.

There you have it the fountain of youth
in a glass. I also eat very clean and
drink plenty of water.
Of course, that is not all I do. I would
never tell you all my secrets at once.

Be careful not to overdraw your
eyebrows. You do not want to create a
look that is unnatural.
The most important thing is to enhance
your natural beauty that is already there.
Look for our upcoming issue where
Alexis will share more health and beauty
tips that keep her looking fabulous.
Alexis is Holiday Makeup!
She will also be sharing some fun
holiday makeup tips along with what
colors are in for the holiday.

Nancy Sinatra
M a k e u p B y : A l e x i s Vo g e l

We celebrate you Alexis and all the amazing
things you have done and will continue to do!.

Alexis & Jack Nicholson

Alexis & Leah Remini

Makeover on Ricki Lake show

What an unforgettable mark you have
made on the world of makeup, fashion,
and film, Alexis

Alexis & Snoop

Kanye West & AV Shoot for Video Touch the
Sky at the Grand Canyon by Vegas 3 Days

Downtown Julie Brown

Actress and Golden Globe winner
Kate Flanner y ( The Office)
B & A 3 years ago
Makeup By: Alexis Vogel
www.alexisvogelmua.com
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Aretha Franklin & Alexis Vogel
in the makeup room
The Greek Theatre

“ The Queen of Soul”

Alexis talked with us about the loss
of the Amazing Queen of Soul
Aretha Franklin. Alexis shared that
she had the opportunity to spend 3
days with Aretha Franklin and her
entourage.
Alexis said she received a phone call
one day that Aretha Franklin wanted
to work with her. She shared how she
did not like planes and had not been
to L.A in a long time. Aretha came to
L.A with her entourage for an event
planning to meet with Celebrity
Makeup artist Alexis Vogel.
Alexis met Aretha at the exclusive
private Bel Air Hotel in L.A. Aretha
arrived with an entourage of white
Rolls-Royce Limos. When the men
on the team stepped out of the limo
they were dressed in white tuxedos.
It was an amazing thing to be a part
of. Her team was amazing they
treated Alexis as if she were part of
the team. They took care of
everything she needed. She stayed in
a very large suite, it was wonderful
explain Alexis.
When Alexis started setting up her
product, preparing to do Aretha’s
makeup before her performance, she
was surprised when Aretha’s team
brought in several boxes of makeup
that Aretha had already bought of
Alexis’ first makeup line. She was
already acquainted with the makeup
and loved it.

Alexis said she was so fun to work
with. She was a makeup artist dream
come true. She allowed me to have
full access to do a full glamour look
on her, with rhinestones and bling
included. Aretha looked fabulous.
The more makeup and bling I put on
her the more she wanted explained
Alexis, so exciting. When it was time
for her performance she invited me
to go with her to her show. I had the
pleasure of riding in the Limo
entourage as well. I was able to
stand behind the stage area and
enjoy her live performance for the
first time.
Hearing her live as she went on stage
and sang her heart out that night felt
like a dream. It was surreal. She
really bonded with Aretha during
their time together. We are sure
these are memories Alexis will carry
with her forever.
Wonderful memories captured in
time for Alexis and now thanks to her
kindness we get to enjoy her
memories also.
What an unselfish gift to give of
one’s time and their precious
memories. Thank you!

I know we will carry and
cherish the memories Alexis
has shared with us. We will
also cherish and hold close to
my heart the memories we
have created with Alexis. For
us it has also been such a
privilege to interview Alexis.
we just want to thank you for
sharing your stories, your
moments, and your memories
with us.

Thank you, Alexis Vogel, for
allowing Red Silk Carpet
Magazine to publish your
photographs and your
memories and the things that
you hold close and dear to you
to share with our readers.
Thank you for everything, all
that you are, and all that you
stand for. You are a precious
diamond that has stood the
pressures in life to reveal its
beauty and brilliance when
brought to the light.

Thank you for the
glamorous looks you
create every day,
you are the best.

"We celebrate you, Alexis Vogel."
Interview and written by:
Shelley Pekala

Photographer: Peter Baratti
Makeup : A lexis Vogel
Hair Stylist: Michelle Vanderhule
Colorist: Heidi Lights

Remembering the Queen of Soul…
Aretha Franklin (The Queen of Soul), whose impassioned, riveting voice
made her a titan of American music, died of pancreatic cancer on
Thursday, August 16, 2018 at 9:50 a.m. ET surrounded by family at her home
in Detroit at the age of 76.
Franklin was one of the transcendent cultural figures of the 20th century.
Raised on an eclectic musical diet of gospel, R&B, classical and jazz, she
blossomed out of her father's Detroit church to become the most
distinguished female black artist of all time, breaking boundaries while

placing 100 hits on Billboard’s R&B chart – 20 of them reaching No. 1.
Franklin’s voice was a singular force, earning her a multitude of laurels
through the decades, including 18 Grammy Awards, the Presidential Medal
of Freedom, and honorary doctorates from a host of institutions. In 1987,
she became the first female artist inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, and seven years later, at age 52, the youngest recipient of a Kennedy
Center Honor.
Born in Memphis on March 25, 1942, Franklin moved at age 4 to Detroit
when her father, the Rev. C.L. Franklin, took over duties at New Bethel
Baptist Church. Ms. Franklin stays special in Detroit where she stayed
rooted despite her success and where she first discovered her voice in her
church choir.
Aretha Franklin will be truly missed by all and her iconic music will
continue to play. Giving many strength and joy.
Sophia Cin Writer
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This April 27, Dior inaugurates its new
boutique in the Dubai Mall. showcasing the
women’s and men’s collections along with
jewelr y and watches, this space has been
decorated with ar tworks and mir ror -effect
fur niture, such as the Galet table by
Guillaume Piechaud and Maria Pergay’s
offering, baptized Gerbe.
A herringbone-pattern parquet floor
references Christian Dior’s pronounced taste
f o r t h e 1 8 t h c e n t u r y. To m a r k t h i s o p e n i n g ,
s e ve r a l p i e c e s f r o m t h e Fa l l 2 0 1 8 c o l l e c t i o n
have been revisited.
Among these, sunglasses in a limited edition
of thir ty pair s, J’Adior, Dio(r)evolution and
Dioraddict bags, DiorMotion and
Dior(r)evolution shoes, a Milieu du Siècle
rose gold and diamond ring from the Archi
Dior collection, a Dior Homme t-shirt with
g o l d e n b e e e m b r o i d e r y, c r o c o d i l e l e a t h e r detailed sneakers limited to sixteen pairs, as
well as the BMX Serie 2 bike from the
collaboration between Bogarde and Dior
Homme.

“A moment
Of
absolute intensity ”
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Angelina Danielle Cama is
a 17-year-old Albanian-American
actress, model and singer/songwriter
born and raised in Southeast
Michigan. Her Albanian father,
Albert, is a first-generation immigrant
and her mother, Annette, is a true
Michigander. For as long as she can
remember, Angelina Danielle’s dream
to make it big has driven her passion
in the modeling and entertainment
worlds. She was always performing
for friends and family. In fact, the
nights American Idol was on TV, it
was a family celebration in the Cama
Household. Commercials during
American Idol nights came with fine
performances by the Cama children,
with Angelina Danielle always
stealing the show.
Angelina Danielle signed with a New
York modeling agency when she was
12. At the age of 13, she appeared in
her first magazine wearing Victoria
Wilmoth Couture. She quickly began
to model for many Detroit designers
and worked on perfecting her runway
walk. By the time Angelina Danielle
turned 15, she was training with one
of the best runway coaches in the
Midwest. Her professionalism and
training are well respected by the
industry. Amongst her model friends
and peers, she is often referred to as

“baby” due to the significant age
difference. Also, at the age of 13,
Angelina Danielle recorded four
singles with Los Angeles based
Indasoul Records. Musically gifted,
Angelina Danielle plays piano,
saxophone, and flute. Her single “I
Believe,” which she wrote and
composed, has been the theme song
for many Anti-bullying events and
continues to bring attention to the
bullying epidemic our society faces
today. Being a victim of bullying
herself all throughout elementary
school, Angelina Danielle continues to
share her story and champions herself
as a strong anti-bullying activist. She
continues to write and compose
music. In September she will head to
LA to record more of her original
music.
Angelina Danielle is a gem. Her
inner soul radiates beauty just as
much as her God-given supermodel
look. If you have not had a chance to
meet or work with this remarkable
young lady, you are certainly missing
out. She is an absolute professional in
everything she does. Her spirit flies
high, her work ethic can only inspire
us to be the best at what we do and
her dedication to honing her craft is
second to none

Mega-talented does not even begin to
describe this young lady. Ms. Danielle
is a true triple threat. As if her
modeling and music career does not
keep her busy enough, she is also an
upcoming actress. She has had the
privilege of working with Hollywood
greats such as Tom Sizemore, John
Savage, Blanca Blanco, and Billy Wirth.
Ms. Danielle is best known for her roles
in Abeyance, Agramon’s Gate, Betrayed,
Into A Dark Mind, Bennett’s Song, and
Taken Over. Bennett’s Song released
on August 14, 2018, on various VOD
platforms for rental and purchase at
iTunes and Amazon.
She just finished her first lead role for
the feature Abeyance and will be
heading to LA in September for the
world premiere of Betrayed. She has
just finished writing her first screenplay.
Education is also extremely important
to Ms. Danielle and her family. She
graduated a year early from high school
and is a full-time college student. Her
degree of choice is Media Arts and
Entertainment Technology Associate in
Applied Science. She is a member of
The National Society of Leadership and
Success and will have earned her
Associate Degree by the same time her
peers graduate from high school.
Ms. Danielle has many interests and
hobbies. Although riding horses is not
part of her daily routine due to her
hectic schedule, her mother is never
surprised if she looks out the window

and sees her galloping bareback
through their pastures. She has an
adventurous spirit!
Angelina Danielle’s other interests
include anime, playing video games,
anything Japanese and fitness. She also
adores her family, especially her nieces
Mila and Elianna.
These are exciting times for this
amazing, talented 17-year-old! When
asked how she manages all that she
does, she replies “Just believe!.” She
knows she is truly blessed but never fails
to acknowledge how important her faith
is to her. It is a pleasure to keep on
watching the doors of opportunity
continue to open for Angelina Danielle
Cama!

ANGELINA
DA N I E L L E
CAMA
RCCI MICHIGAN
CHICAGO OSCAR
D O C U M E N TA R Y
2014
ACTRESS
OF THE YEAR
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Meet Dustin Prince
Red Silk Carpet had the opportunity
to ask Dustin A few questions. Here
is what he had to tell us.
RSC: Tell us about yourself ?

D.P: I was born on August 4, 1975 in
Hot Springs, Arkansas to Charmian
House, a social worker (now
deceased), and Wendell Prince, a
master electrician. I served in the
Army from 95-98, stationed in
Germany with an 11-month tour in
Bosnia from 95-96. I began my film
career in 2015. I currently reside in
Monticello, Arkansas with my wife
and 2 children.
RSC: How old were you when you
began acting?

D.P:“I was 40.”
RSC: What are the names of movies /
T.V shows you have had a part in?

D.P: Poor Mama’s Boy, The Riot Act,
Chase the Lion and Last Call. `
RSC: What would your dream project
be, and who would act in it with you?

D.P: A dark comedy with Ryan
Reynolds

Dustin Prince

RSC: Who is your favorite actor or
actress?

D.P: Sir Anthony Hopkins is the best!
Photographer: Whitney Bower

RSC: What projects are you currently working
on?

D.P: Mostly auditions. ‘The Riot Act’ will be in
theatres nationwide September 14 and ‘Last
Call’ is currently screening in festivals
nationwide, and I have two screenplays that are
in pre-production.
RSC: When and where can we and our readers
follow you for upcoming projects?

D.P: My Facebook, Instagram, and IMDB
page.
RSC: Where do you see yourself in 3-5 years?

D.P: Currently, film is a hobby. I do it because I
absolutely love it. The process of bringing a
story to life is challenging in a good way and
acting is very calming for me and a great
escape.
RSC: Tell us something funny that has
happened during filming.

D.P: (There is a video of this on Facebook). In
One scene my character was thrown against a
tree and of course with our budget, I was my
own stuntman. The guy throwing me was a
very strong man and when he pinned me
against the pine tree, a broken branch dug into
my lower back. After ‘CUT’ Everyone was
clapping as the thought I was performing at an
elevated level bringing ‘real’ pain, but they did
not realize it was TRUE pain! I had a chuckle
as I limped away. If they only knew……. (they
will now!)
www.dustinprince.com
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm67207
47/?ref_=rvi_nm
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Letter From the Founder
Let me start of my letter with Romana
Williams, who is 6 years old from Joliet,
Illinois. Her role in the movie Saint
Frances is the role of Frances. Interested?
You should be, it is riveting. Red Silk
Carpet had the opportunity to visit the
inside scoop of moviedom!
Alex Thompson is the director who is 28 from Lexington, Kentucky. Alex was responsible
for directing the movie with a caring touch. He very professionally spun the story to create a
not so seldom path that many face but do not share. We appreciate you Alex and look
forward to Saint Frances!
Ed Gonzales, artist, philosopher, family man and friend reaches into his outstanding career as
an artist to share not only his own work, but work of others that have a shining life role. We
look forward to sharing these connections with our readers and we do so to inspire our
readers passion that sometimes lies dormant deep inside them. Be a cheerleader for you!!!!
And to Ed, well, thanks, just a humble thanks.
The Met Welcomes 1,000,000th Visitor to The Costume Institute's Heavenly Bodies
Exhibition! The Metropolitan Museum in New York City has a right to brag, it brings art to
the forefront of sharing stories of man’s past. We hope you can visit someday, we are proud
to be part of their press to share with you!

Amayah Grace Patterson, Youth Model of the year at Chicago Media Follows the Oscars.
What a sweetheart and model perfect!
Moya Dowdy is an Executive Fashion Director for Goldstar Magazine based out of NYC.
She is also an inspiring model out of Charlotte NC where she has been modeling since 2006
and loves bringing the modeling world into the limelight! Check her out.
Carolina de Athey, RCCI’s Executive Vice President cohosts the San Diego International Kids
Film Festival and stars in the upcoming film The Cupids produced by Lynn Tang. Carolina,
Chicago, and I miss you!
Buchanan Wiley, a 13-year-old model and actress from Marietta, Georgia has been fortunate
to walk the runways in different cities for many wonderful designers and producers. She
O uenjoying
t s t a n d her
i n g journey ever
began her modeling career a little over 2 years ago and has been
since. We look forward to watching Buchanan’s success! Must run
P e rOctober
s o n a l issue is waiting!
Xoxo
Documentary
Your Concierge,

Sandy
Aaron Noble

Meet Brian Elder
Red Silk Carpet had the opportunity to ask Brian a
few questions . Lets see what he had to say.
What is it that you love about acting and filmmaking?

B.E: I love everything about filmmaking. The passion is what drives me and
keeps me going. I love being on set. I can be so tired that I'm ready to pass out
due to a lack of proper sleep during pre-production, but the second I get on a
film set and we start rolling, I'm ready to go for days. I love creating as a
director, but as an actor, I love getting into character and being able to be
something different. I enjoy that entire process of being in the moment as an
actor and getting to tell someone else’s story. I don't do this for any kind of
fame or fortune. My reward is how it makes me feel when I’m on set. I do this
out of pure passion for what I love to do. I could care less who knows my name
or how much money I can make from this. If I get to wake up every morning
and do what I love to do for a career (which is acting and directing), then I
already feel blessed. I thank God for giving me this talent and the desire to do it.
He's been the one to open all the doors that I have been blessed enough to go
through.
RSC: I understand that you do more than just acting. What all have you done on
a film set or on any side of the filmmaking process?

B.E: I have been an Actor the most. I have been a Director and I’ve written
some scripts. Other things I’ve worked on a film as would be PA (Production
Assistant), AD (Assistant Director), Transpo (Driving the movie truck and
passenger vans…I have my CDL), Producer, Film Editor, I’ve provided my own
music for soundtracks, 2nd AC (Assistant Camera), Camera Operator and I’ve
also been involved in casting. I will basically do whatever I need to do and learn
whatever I need to learn to get myself on set. I love being on a film set. It is
where I feel at home. Of course, my first passion is being an Actor and second
is being a Director. If I had to choose a third, it would be Screenwriting. But If
someone needs crew, I will jump on set if I can. Basically, I like to learn, and I
enjoy being a team player on all levels.

RSC: How did you get into film
and how long have you been
doing it for?

B.E: I did some theater when I
was in middle school and a little
in high school, but at that time I
never wanted to pursue
anything film related so I never
really did anything more than
that. I was very passionate
about wanting to play music
and be a Rockstar. And that is
what I pursed for a very long
time. I found my passion for
film about 6 or 7 years ago. I
had gotten a call from a casting
director asking me to come in
for a fitting to be an extra. It
was for a film that was set in the
1600’s or 1700’s.

B.E: I do not even know how they knew to get a hold of me. I never applied for the
job. But I had really long hair at the time and that’s what they were looking for. I must
have been in their database somehow.
But I said yes and went in for the fitting. I spent about a week on that set and as a
result, I heard about the film “Lincoln.” So, I applied for that film as background. I
spent about 2 to 2 1/2 weeks on that set as an extra. That is when I fell in love with
acting. I loved seeing how things are done. I loved putting on the costumes and
playing pretend. I loved every single thing about film and being on a film set.
And from then forward, I have not been able to stop wanting to do this. It is such a
passion of mine and I can’t get enough of being on set. I learned so much on that
film and I’m still constantly learning 7 years later. I want to know as much as I can
about film. And I want to do as much as I can with film.

RSC: So, music was your first
passion before acting?
Tell us a little bit about your
music career and what you did?

B.E: Yes, music was a big
passion of mine for a long time.
I was a singer, guitar player and
songwriter. I played music for
most of my life starting off at a
very young age. I think the first
time I picked up a guitar, I was
around the age of 9. I started
singing shortly after that. And
then I started making up songs
and writing music right around
the same time. I was in several
different bands as a front man.
Released a few CD’s. I signed
to an independent label for 2
years.

I got to play some big venues and open for some national bands, as well as headline
our own shows. We got some small radio play on a few stations and got to do a
little traveling to play shows as well. I loved it and really enjoyed it. It was a great
time in my life.
One of my goals as a child was to open for the band, “Poison,” because Bret
Michaels was one of my favorite singers growing up. I always told people that I
would make that happen one day. Well, I never got the opportunity to open for
Poison, but I did get to open for Bret Michaels at two different shows. So that was
a highlight for me when I was playing music.
To me that was a great accomplishment. I still have a passion for music and I still
enjoy playing but acting has taken a front seat between the two.

RSC: Would you be willing to
travel for a film project?

B.E: Yes, definitely! I love
traveling and seeing new places.
So, to travel and be working on a
film set would be amazing! I have
my passport too, so I am willing
to travel worldwide for film
projects as well.
RSC: So you live in Texas. Are you
originally from there?

B.E: No, I am originally from Virginia. I moved out to Texas about 6 years ago. At
that time, there was a lot of film stuff going on here and Texas also has the title of
being the live music capital of the world. So, all of that helped in my decision to
move out here. But I actually got talked in to moving out here by a friend. It’s been
a great move. I love living in Texas. There is so much to do and everyone is really
great.
RSC: What is one piece of advice that you would give someone that wants to be an
actor or in the film business?

B.E: I would say to never give up. You can do anything that you believe you can do.
If you are passionate about it and you truly love doing it, go for it. Take as many
jobs as you can to build a resume and make connections. Always be humble and
nice to everyone you meet because you never know who your next boss can be. And
when you get where you want to be, always give back and lend a hand to help
someone else cause that is very important in everything you do.

RSC: Do you have any current projects that you are working on?

B.E: Yes. I am currently in post-production on a TV series called “Death &
Compromise.” We have been shopping that show around and have some interest
in a few various places. I am currently writing a pilot to a new series with some of
my writing partners. I am a co-writer on a short film that we are going into preproduction on next month, and when it is complete, we plan to enter it into
festivals. I also have a feature film called “Lasting Moments” that I am working
on getting funded. We shot the trailer for it and now I am trying to get the budget
to make the full feature. And of course, I am always auditioning because that is
about 90% of an actor’s job is auditioning.
If anyone is interested in coming along with me on this journey, please like or
follow me on social media.
Facebook: Look me up as Brian Elder (www.facebook.com/brian.elder.90)
Instagram: Look me up as Brian Elder (www.instagram.com/brian_elder/)
IMDb link: www.imdb.me/brianelder
Thank you, Mike Rodriguez, and
Red Silk Carpet Magazine, for
giving
me
this
wonderful
experience to be interviewed by
you. I am so humbled and blessed
to have this amazing opportunity
to be a part of your magazine. I
hope you and your team have
continued success in everything
that you reach out to do.

Brian Elder
Austin, TX
804.854.9439
Actor, Writer, Director and Film Editor
http://www.imdb.me/brianelder

Death
And
Compromise

Letter from Editorial Director, Editor-in-Chief
The beginning of August we started creating September with all the
gusto coffee could muster. Our connections made friends and
friends created the exciting pages of Red Silk Carpet, but none as in
depth as Alexis Vogel; celebrity makeup artist to many Hollywood
stars.

Alexis and I talked about the loss of the Amazing Queen of Soul Aretha Franklin. Alexis said she was a delight to
work with, a makeup artist dream come true. She allowed Alexis to work her magic. Aretha looked fabulous. She
will always look fabulous in our minds eye!
We have Sheila D. Ross, she has many strong attributes. She is a mother, sister, friend, mentor, and a leader
determined to achieve goals, regardless of the challenging obstacles that await her. Read her story, it is truly
touching, and it amazes me how humble she is.
Miami native, Darren Jay Fallas began his career in the music business playing guitar at an early age performing
in venues and night clubs, then at the age of 21 Darren enlisted in the United States Navy where he actively played
and performed which led to him writing and performing his own material under the name Darren Jay. And the
rest is inside the pages of Red Silk Carpet.
KC JORDON first made his mark in the industry as a commercial model at the age of 17 years old, He was always in
love with music ever since he could remember. Before becoming a model, he was in a Spanish group at the age of 16
years old as one of the lead vocalists, that was only for a brief time as he had to move out of state with his family. At
the age of 18 not only was he modeling still but also signed to a record label in the Dance Music scene with 3
number ones from his EP album "EL AMOR". A strong personality with a smile and a story. Visit him here!
Valentin Rivera Age: 30, was born and raised in the Little Village neighborhood of Chicago as an only child by a
widowed mother. The little village is a predominately Hispanic community inhabited by street gangs. Growing up
in this neighborhood had its challenges and personally, I had some fears. Fear of falling prey to gang violence or
even the gang life itself. But fears as she finds out is training ground for success and so she moves forward! Our
best wishes Valentin!!!

So, thank you again everyone for the beautiful inspiration to share Red Silk Carpet with you all!
Shelley Pekala
Red Silk Carpet
Editorial Director
Editor -in-Chief
shelley@redcarpetconciergeofchicago.com

Original music score by Ryszard Zych
This is the town of Split Croatia
in the distance.
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Meet Ramona Williams
Romana is Age: 6 from Joliet, IL. Her role of the movie is the role of Saint
Frances. Red Silk Carpet had the opportunity to ask Romana some questions.
Let’s read what she had to say.
RSC: So, we hear you are the star of the move Saint Frances? Can you tell us what
this movie is about?

R.W: The movie is about a nanny and the girl she babysits. It is really fun.
RSC: Who do you play? What is the name of your character?

R.W: The name of the girl is Frances.
RSC: How are Ramona and Frances the same and how are they different?

R.W: We are the same because we are both bratty. She is brattier than me. I am not
that bratty. Frances also has a little brother like me; just her brother is a baby. My
brother is a big boy. We are different because Frances has two moms. I have a
mom and dad.
RSC: When did you start acting? Have you done other movies before?

R.W: I forgot when I started. I think I started when I was 4. I just did a commercial
not a movie.
RSC: What was your favorite part filming this movie?

R.W: My favorite part of filming was being with all these sweet people. It seems
just like family. Everybody was really nice to me. They are the best!
RSC: Where did you go when you were not on set filming? What would you do?

R.W: I would go to the snacks and eat. I would spend time with my family. That
was the best part. (Whispers): I love to eat!
RSC: Now that the movie filming is over what are you going to do next?

R.W: I can’t wait for the cast party and the premier! Right now I am waiting to
start school. I’m going to first grade! YAAAAAAY! I also get to go to skate again.

Meet K ell y O’Sullivan
Kelly is a Writer & Actor: Kelly
O’Sullivan Age: 34, is from North
Little Rock, Arkansas. Kelly Wrote
and played lead role as Bridget
( Nanny) in the movie Saint Frances.

Red Silk Carpet had the opportunity
to ask Kelly a few question. This is
what she had to say.
RSC: How did you come up with the
story line for Saint Frances? Is the plot
and/or are any of the characters based
on people in your real life?

The closest similarity is between the
character of Frances and an actual
little girl I used to babysit, whom I
just adored.

K.O: I wanted to write a story about a

woman who makes the decision to end
a pregnancy at the same time she gets
a nannying job. I thought that just that
position was complicated and real and
allowed for a nuanced exploration of
issues I think about all the time:
motherhood, societal expectations of
women, shame, and connection and
acceptance in unexpected friendships.
I pulled from several real experiences
and people in my real life, but most of
the characters in the movie are an
amalgamation of multiple people I
have known.
RSC: As the filming progressed, did
your script change? How

K.O: For the most part, the script
stayed in tact during filming. There
were a couple of scenes where we
encouraged the actors to improvise
within the framework of the scene, and
several of those lines will most likely
make it into the final cut.
King Papa Photography

RSC: Along with writing the film
you also starred in it. How did
you feel watching your story come
to life?

K.O: I felt overwhelming gratitude
and a large amount of disbelief.
Making a movie takes so many
people, and we were lucky to enlist
some of the most talented people I
know. There were days I could not
believe it was happening.
Playing the lead character was an extraordinary challenge and gift, but there were many
days I thought, “we should have cast someone else!” I think most actors experience a
level of self-doubt, and I did not want to let the story and the people working on it down
in my performance.
I would also have moments of
saying a line, finding it clunky, and
thinking “who wrote this??” But the
freedom that came with being the
writer was being able to say, “put
that line in your own words if it
feels weird. Say it however you
want.” Because I was the writer, I
was not precious with the words.
Now that we are watching rough
cuts, I still have moments of feeling
incredibly self-conscious and selfcritical of both the writing and my
performance, but I am trying also
give weight to the things I’m really
proud of and cultivate a more
objective perspective.
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RSC: Why this story? What do you feel will appeal most to the audience?

K.O: I think this is predominately a story about friendship, love, and self-acceptance, and
I think everybody could appreciate and benefit from stories about that. This movie gives
screen time to real-life experiences that do not normally the attention they deserve.
Ramona’s as Frances is extraordinary, and I think everyone will fall in love with her
performance. I also think the movie is really, truly funny.

Meet Alex Thompson
Alex is a Director, Age: 28 from Lexington, Kentucky. Alex was responsible for
directing the movie Saint Frances.

Red Silk Carpet had the opportunity
to ask Alex a few questions. This is
what he had to share

RSC: What is your process of
preparing a script for shooting?
King Papa Photography

A.T: This is the second feature I have directed in which I was not the screenwriter, and
the process is remarkably similar. I read the script multiple times, taking notes myself
and distributing it to longtime producer/collaborator Ian Keiser, composer Quinn
Tsan, and cinematographer Nate Hurtsellers.
I work with the screenwriter - in this case, Kelly - and examine it scene by scene and
line by line, determining the intention, import and overall purpose of every line on
every page. Always, there are disagreements - in some cases I will push hard to
explain or convince the writer that my idea is the right idea, and in some cases, I will
be flat wrong - this can become clear at any point in the process, even in the edit of the
final film! In other cases, I will wait it out and let the actors call attention to an
unnatural line, or a strange beat in the story that does not read.
RSC: How do you think Chicago currently affected your work and process for this
movie?

A.T: The story is set in Chicago, so that was important to note for the film - Bridget is
driving up from Andersonville/Ravenswood to Wilmette/North Shore. The more
specific you can get, geographically, the more clarity the storytelling has.

The opening sequence of the film is
Bridget (our main character)’s long
drive to her interview.
The length of the drive is important, as
it gives us time to get to know her, her
foibles and her personality, but it is also
important that to get to Wilmette you
drive past Northwestern.
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I n t h e s t o r y, B r i d g e t i s a c o l l e g e d r o p o u t , a n d o f t e n
underplays her time at Northwestern. Driving past it on
the way to this nannying job illustrates her self r e g a r d e d “ o u t s i d e r ” s t a t u s i n t h i s c o m m u n i t y.
RSC: We learn best from experiences that do not work, but often only focus on the
successes. What failures (of your own) have you learned from? How did they mind
set?

A.T: I am lucky to have many successful friends and mentors who have also shared
their failures with me, and I have learned through them, and through my own trial
and error, that the trials and errors are integral to growth.
This is not a failure, but the last film I directed starred Kelly, and the incredible
Bradley Grant Smith. My intention making that film was to make something
specific and nuanced, and the film that resulted from it was specific and nuanced.
Its ending was haunting and enigmatic, and though I am incredibly proud of it, I
knew that with this film I wanted audiences to walk away feeling something
specific, and that “enigmatic” was the last thing I wanted.
This is not so much an example of learning from a mistake as it was learning what
different tools I have in my toolkit. Nate shot that film, as well, and many of our
initial conversations were about what NOT to do with Saint Frances, how to bring
light to the dark we are both typically drawn to.

RSC: Were there any moments during filming where you had doubts or second
thoughts about taking on this controversial project?

A.T: I never had a doubt in my mind about taking on a project such as this frankly, in some moments I worried that we had not gone far enough toward
making a radical film. On screen, things that seem shocking on the page can
often feel unremarkable unless pushed to their extreme. This is true in all aspects
of filmmaking, but the best example lies in the art of Foley artists - if a sip of
water is important to the film, it likely won’t read unless it’s been re-recorded. Any
element that you consider important in a film should be heightened slightly. That
may be using close-up, sound, isolation, or a combination of tools, but somehow,
the moment - whether an eye-roll of disdain or a poisoned chalice - needs to be
clear and concise, even in chaotic moments.
In the case of Saint Frances, the spine of the film is its protagonist’s attitude
toward her own abortion. There is no question in her mind that it is the right
thing to do, and this attitude - incredibly - is the “radical” heart of the film.
Choosing to portray the mechanics of the abortion, from every detail of the clinic,
ultrasound, recovery, etc. - was important, as few films deal with the realities of
what Katie Watson calls “ordinary” abortions. It was important, and stays
important, to make a film that both deals honestly and openly about a subject that
most would rather not discuss, and to make a film that was wildly entertaining - a
true summer movie. The juxtaposition and the earnest exploration of both
aspects of the plot is what I think will set this film apart.
RSC: When putting together your team for this film, who is the first person you at
once wanted on-board? Why?

A.T: The first person attached was Kelly O’Sullivan - the screenwriter and, I was
certain, also the star. However, my next two calls are always to cinematographer
Nate Hurtsellers and producer Ian Keiser.
Nothing of this size could have been executed without them, and I knew that
their involvement would be incredibly necessary to executing the film’s vision and
scope. I may be a good director, but I am nothing without these two. Here is
hoping I never get too big a head to call them, desperately hoping our schedules
align!

RSC: Why is this project important to you?

A.T: This is not just an underrepresented story, it’s a largely untold story. I want to
marry a film about something difficult with a film that no one can argue with abortion, postpartum depression, self-doubt, shame; marry that with summer, with
incredible music, with laughter and tears and childhood. I am in love with those
juxtapositions and for that reason I feel that it is not just an important film, but
also one that has a chance at being a true crowd-pleaser, on both sides of the aisle.
RSC: What kind of audience are you hoping to reach?

A.T: Our “target” audience is people 18-40, but we feel strongly that this film can
reach a much broader audience than that. It’s not just a film about a nanny in her
30’s - it’s also about mothers and daughters, and at its core it’s a story about family,
and the many ways we choose our families. I love that, it is appropriately
sentimental, and as true a story as you might find.

Alex Thompson
R u n a wa y Tr a i n , C o - Fo u n d e r,
President
www.runawaytrainchicago.com
alexthompson.film@gmail.com

(859) 321-4227
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JUDITH UNGER INVITED TO SHOW
HER SCUPTURE IN THE VENICE
BIENNALE 2018, THE BIENNALE IS
FOR 6 MONTHS , MAY- NOVEMBER
THE WORLD'S MOST PRESTIGIOUS ART
AND ARCHITECTURE MUSEUM VENUE.
“Leda” is part of a series of
my sculptures entitled
Mythological Images, my
revision of the Greek Myth
“Leda and the Swan.”
"A sudden blow: the great
wings beating still
Above the staggering girl,
her thighs caressed
By the dark webs, her nape
caught in his bill,
He holds her helpless breast
upon his breast. “
Excerpt from Leda and the
Swan by W.B. Yeats
My rendering of this myth brings the legend into today’s context. It offers a
changing narrative of female existence over time. Unlike the story of the ancient
Greek Myth, this sculpture “Leda and the Swan” transforms herself into a
powerful swan, who can fight off her attacker and protect herself.
My version of Leda pushes towards GENDER EQUALITY.
As I sculpted this series, I saw the strong sensual shape of the Swan and the
Woman become one.

I graduated with a BFA in Sculpture from Rhode Island School of Design.
My sculpture has shown and sold at the Smithsonian's Renwick Gallery and the MoRA
Museum. Currently my work is invited to show in the 2018 Venice Biennale. Only 30
sculptures were invited worldwide. Jeff Koons exhibits in my venue.
I studied at Rhode Island School of Design where I fell in love with Sculpture. Clay
felt so right. The fluid sensuality in my hands. Sensuality I learned to translate into
polished sculpture. I need to sculpt and draw. It is elemental to my existence.
I love to sculpt on circular forms, the exquisite harmony of a beginning and end
merging in time.
I live and work in rural Vermont. My sculpture has been deeply influenced by my visits
to Venice. Venetian color and light so breathtaking. Gilded light on land, sky and
water, a painter would need a new vocabulary of paints. My eyes fill with tears of joy
every morning.
Each time I visit Venice, I return home to my United States in Vermont studio
wrapped in an explosion of creativity. Each place, Venice, and Vermont magnifies the
intensity of my work.
Excerpts from my Venice Journals.
“We stood applauding from the ornate
Golden Royal Box centered in La Fenice
Opera House. A wide private staircase
sweeps up to the velvet and golden
mirrored box overlooking a central inner
view of the magnificent jewel box
theater below. Mario Brunello, cello in
hand conducts the symphony orchestra
with his bow. He plays his cello
exquisitely in an arena of complete
silence. I hear sounds of a flute and
harp come from his cello. Marvelous.
We stand and applaud. I loudly yell
‘Bravo’ and ‘Squisito.’ His mother sat
next to us. She beamed up at me as I
smiled at her and said ‘Congratulazione,
your son is wonderful’ in Italian. She
glances at my drawing pad and says I
draw beautifully like Da Vinci. I laugh a
loud laugh…

Organ Concerts at St Giorgio
Across the Gran Canale From St. Marco
I draw, and the priest removes the ornate rope from the inner
sanctum to offer me a seat on one of the ornate altar chairs.
Drawing at the Fondazione Querini Stampa Lia Palace. The
guard looks at my drawing and says, ‘It's...so beautiful’ Then
offers me coffee, hoping to lengthen my visit.“
It amazes me that Venetians, surrounded by so much Art of the
Masters, have so much awe, respect and appreciation for
contemporary art. Art flows timelessly in their existence.”
My work is a Celebration of Strong Women and pushes towards
Gender Equality. My hope is that you enjoy my Sculpture and
take a powerful memory of it home with you.
Only 30 sculptors and 150 architects WORLDWIDE have been
invited. 600,000 visitors attend the six-month event.
The Venice Biennale is the world's most prestigious
contemporary art and architecture venue museum in the world.
Established in 1895, it is the oldest contemporary Art Biennale.
In 1948 The Biennale held a major exhibition with the
Impressionists, Chagall, Klee, Braque, Delvaux, Ensor, and
Magritte, as well as a retrospective of Picasso's work.
Peggy Guggenheim was invited to exhibit her famous New York
collection.
Yoko Ono sponsors this exhibit venue.

Judith Unger studied at Rhode Island School of Design (BFA) where I fell in love
with Sculpture. Clay felt so right. The fluid sensuality in my hands. I translate
into polished Sculpture.
My Sculpture celebrates the sensuality of Strong Women.
My mother, a painter, encouraged me to draw at an early age. We would ride the
train weekly from Connecticut to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
I memorized whole rooms of paintings! I remember looking up from my small
height overwhelmed in a room overflowing with Monet waterlilies. It was a whole
new world for a small child.
President Clinton commissioned me to create an ornament for the White House
Christmas Tree.
Recently I donated a sculpture to the Rush Foundation auction to benefit Art for
Inner City Children. My sculpture was one of the top lots sold. Bruce Springsteen,
NY Yankees, Bill Maher, Julienne Moore ... were some of the other lots offered.
My Swan Maiden sculpture (22K Gold) showcased at the YAI Benefit Gala,
Chelsea Piers, Manhattan to benefit art for the disabled.
My sculpture (is) has been shown in galleries including the Renwick Gallery of
the Smithsonian Institute, Dacia Gallery NYC, Galatea Fine Arts Boston Juried by
Edmund Barry Gaither (Advisory Curator at MFA), Brooklyn Waterfront Artists
Coalition Juried by Marshall Price (Curator at National Academy Museum) &
Paulina Pobocha (Curator MoMA), THE MORA MUSEUM.
THE 2018 VENICE BIENNIAL
"Judith Unger's sculptures are phenomenal works of art that would be prized by
any reputable collector. She imbues her works with every fiber of her being, and
the resulting works exclaim artistic excellence and lofty standards of which a
collector will be proud to own for decades." Victoria Dickinson Consulting
SCULPTURE IS SINGLE EDITION CERAMIC WITH 22K GOLD GLAZE
WEBSITE: www.judithunger.com
CATALOG:
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipOWptoeav8ZGpyFKRVYPkNJNwK1t_azTdI3fsLNi
Cc9LrhFJPjmZkVaaRWkYYBS7A?key=bU9IZ0NnelpzUXl2UzhYbF91OUhsQ2xyUFd2VWNn
VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T45v5-HKC8Q&feature=youtu.be

"I started painting the Angelina Jolie
Wanabe and her tiger back in 2007.

Ed Morales

Over the ensuing years I repainted this
portrait several times. Originally she
had a glittery green dress, then the dress
was painted brown with polka dots

which eventually lead to the white dress
on her and the tiger in his powder blue
tux.

Finally in honor of Red Silk Carpet
her dress naturally became Red Silk,
lets go party!"

A double A-frame home designed to echo the top of a

Norwegian church in Wisconsin

Collectors of all things
Norwegian

A memorial of a
neighbor’s gift looks
over the collection of
the Vikings and their
lifestyle!

The spirit of a
Buffalo looks
over me
during my
over night stay
in this
charming visit
to yester year!

A wonderful place to have a coffee klatch, er r
well probably a good old countr y ale. Ever y
room in this three-stor y home is covered in
wood, no painting ever!

During the framing of this house the next step was connecting
the chains for this king size monster of a bed. The house was
then built around it.
Genuine day bed in the foreground that the master of the house
would take his afternoon nap.

End of
the day or
beginning
of the
Evening!

If you guessed right
you would know that
this is a teller’s cage
from a bank, artfully
used for a throne

And you know this is a
flour bin! Anyone still
have one of these?

The Met Welcomes
1,000,000th Visitor to
The Costume Institute's
Heavenly Bodies Exhibition

(New York, August 23, 2018)—Today, The Costume Institute's spring 2018 exhibition, Heavenly
Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic Imagination, welcomed its one millionth visitor, making it
The Costume Institute's most attended show ever and The Met's third overall most attended. It
replaces The Vatican Collections (1983) as number three and is just behind Mona Lisa (1963).
Treasures of Tutankhamun (1978) is The Met's most attended show, with 1,360,957 visitors.
Heavenly Bodies is on view at The Met Fifth Avenue and The Met Cloisters through October 8.
In the fiscal year that ended June 30, 2018, The Met welcomed more than 7.35 million visitors to
its three locations—The Met Fifth Avenue, The Met Cloisters, and The Met Breuer. It was the
highest fiscal year attendance in the Museum's recorded history, due in part to attendance for
Michelangelo: Divine Draftsman and Designer, which brought in more than 700,000 visitors
during its run from November 13, 2017, through February 12, 2018, making it the 10th most
attended show in the Museum's history.

Heavenly Bodies, which opened to the public on May 10, is the largest exhibition that either The
Costume Institute or The Met has ever mounted, covering 60,000 square feet in 25 galleries.
Organized by Andrew Bolton, Wendy Yu Curator in Charge of The Costume Institute, the
exhibition spans The Met Fifth Avenue's medieval galleries, Mary and Michael Jaharis Galleries
for Byzantine Art, part of The Robert Lehman Wing, and the Anna Wintour Costume Center, as
well as The Met Cloisters in northern Manhattan.
The thematic exhibition presents a dialogue between fashion and masterworks of medieval art
in The Met collection to examine fashion's ongoing engagement with the traditions of
Catholicism. A group of papal robes and accessories from the Vatican serves as the cornerstone
of the exhibition, highlighting the enduring influence of liturgical vestments on designers. The
42 ecclesiastical masterworks come from the Sistine Chapel sacristy, and many of them have
never been seen outside the Vatican.
The exhibition is made possible by Christine and Stephen A. Schwarzman, and Versace.
Added support is provided by Condé Nast.

K aty Per r y perfor ms at the
2017 Met Gala celebrating
the exhibition
Rei K awakubo/Comme des
Garçons: Art of the InBetween.

A l l p h o t o s b y B FA . c o m
unless otherwise noted.

Rihanna poses for the photographers wearing
a couture gown by Guo Pei on the red carpet
of the 2015 Met Gala celebrating the
exhibition China: Through the Looking Glass

WHAT MEN WANT IS IN THEATERS JANUARY 11, 2019
SYNOPSIS
Ali Davis (Taraji P. Henson) is a successful sports agent who is constantly boxed
out by her male colleagues. When Ali was passed over for a well-deserved
promotion, she questions what else she needs to do to succeed in a man's world...
until she gains the ability to hear men's thoughts! With her newfound power, Ali
looks to outsmart her colleagues as she races to sign the next basketball superstar,
but the lengths she must go to will put her relationship with her best friends and a
potential new love interest (Aldis Hodge) to the test
WHAT MEN WANT is the latest comedy from director Adam Shankman
(HAIRSPRAY) and producers Will Packer and James Lopez (GIRLS TRIP),
co-starring Tracy Morgan, Richard Roundtree, Wendi McLendon-Covey, Josh
Brener, Tamala Jones, Phoebe Robinson, Max Greenfield, Jason Jones, Brian
Bosworth, Chris Witaske and Erykah Badu.

CinemaCon18-SpiderVerse-01 - Las Vegas, NV - April 23,
2018: Executive Producer Christopher Miller, Shameik
Moore and Executive Producer Phil Lord at the CinemaCon
Photo Call for Columbia Pictures’ SPIDER-MAN: INTO
THE SPIDER-VERSE at The Colosseum at Caesar’s
Palace. #SpiderVerse
©2018 Eric Charbonneau. All rights reserved.

Genre: Animated
December 14, 2018
Directed by:
Bob Persichetti
Peter Ramsey
Rodney Rothman
Screenplay by:
Phil Lord
Based on:
The Marvel Comic
Producers:
Avi Arad
Amy Pascal
Phil Lord
Christopher Miller
Christina Steinberg
Executive Producers:
Stan Lee
Brian Michael Bendis
Cort Lane
Will Allegra
Cast:
Shameik Moore
Jake Johnson
Hailee Steinfeld
Mahershala Ali
Brian Tyree Henry
Luna Lauren Velez
Lily Tomlin
John Mulaney
Kimiko Glenn
with
Nicolas Cage
and
Liev Schreiber

Official Comic-Con Exclusive Poster
Release Date: December 21, 2018
On the run in the year 1987, Bumblebee finds refuge in a junkyard in a small
Californian beach town. Charlie (Hailee Steinfeld), on the cusp of turning 18 and
trying to find her place in the world, discovers Bumblebee, battle-scarred and
broken. When Charlie revives him, she quickly learns this is no ordinary, yellow
VW bug.

DIRECTED BY
Travis Knight

PRODUCED BY
Lorenzo di Bonaventura
Tom DeSanto & Don Murphy
Michael Bay
EXECUTIVE PRODUCED BY
Steven Spielberg
Brian Goldner
Mark Vahradian
Chris Brigham
STARRING
Hailee Steinfeld
John Cena
Jorge Lendeborg Jr.
John Ortiz
Jason Drucker
Pamela Adlon
Stephen Schneider

1. Gatsby Summer Afternoon,
30 years of local Bay area
Tr a d i t i o n a n d Tr a d em a r k ,
that will take a place on Sep.
9th at Historical Place.
2 . S e p t e m b e r 7 th O p e r a
Opening night. San Francisco.
3. September 28th Miss
Russian SF at Fairmont. 5th
y e a r, p ro d u c e d b y K a r i n a
Zakharov.

IRINA NUDELMAN

Editor San Franciso
Red Silk Carpet

Photographer Shelley Pekala

My name is

Moya Dowdy. I am an Executive Fashion

Director for Goldstar Magazine based out of New York City. I
am also an inspiring model out of Charlotte, North Carolina
where I have been modeling since 2006 but recently a steady
three years. I have been in four plus magazines and two fashion
shows.
I am currently hosting events for my models and other aspiring
models to help build their portfolios and market themselves.
My goals are to take my models and brand to New York Fashion
Week this year 2018 and take my businesses to the next level. I
feel that I would be a Great Asset to the Fashion Industry in
representing North Carolina because not only do I work hard at
everything I do but I am known to prompt very well and get my
business noticed.

Photographer: Cato Pinkiney

Meet Buchanan Wiley
I am Buchanan Wiley a 13-year-old
model and actress from Marietta,
Georgia. I have been fortunate to
walk the runways in different cities
for many wonderful designers and
producers.

I began my modeling career a little
over 2 years ago and have been
enjoying my journey ever since.
People ask me all the time if this is
glamorous and I let them know
that while modeling and acting is
amazing, it is a lot of demanding
work, long hours, dedication, and
sacrifice. And I would not change
it for the world. I really love what I
have been doing. You can find me
on the runways continuing to learn
and grow.

I am in 8th grade at Tapp Middle
School and am on the honor roll. I
enjoy Science and Reading and P.E
class. In my spare time, I like to
hang out with my friends, go to the
movies, eat, and play with my pets.
I also enjoy volunteering with my
mom and helping other models
who are just starting out. I love to
dance and sing along to my
favorite country songs.

Amayah Grace Patterson

Chicago Media Follows the Oscars At -Large
M o d e l o f t h e Ye a r 2 0 1 8 f o l l o w i n g t h r o u g h w i t h
Mom Mikaelah Patterson. Managing!

A heroine is a woman or main
character of a literary work, who in
the face of danger, combats
adversity through feats of ingenuity,
bravery, and strength.
When I think of some common
qualities of a heroic leader, they are,
Integrity, Passion, Honesty,
Selflessness, Compassion, and
Confidence just a few qualities that
stand out.

Sheila D. has all those qualities
and more. She is a mother, sister,
friend, mentor, and a leader
determined to achieve the goal,
regardless of the challenging
obstacles that await her.
Her story is truly touching, and it
amazes me how humble she is.

Photograph by:
Rob Griffin

Sheila was born in Port au Prince,
Haiti and came to America at the
age of 7. She was then raised in
Far Rockaway, Queens, as well as
Brooklyn, New York. Sheila tells
us, “I remember staying up late
around 2-3 am just to watch Sally
Struthers on “Save The
Children”.” I used to think
WOW! How was able to do that.
To just live life saving the lives of
children around the world.
As I grew up I realized that she
was the face for the company,
however, still I felt and knew deep
down inside that my future and
goals were gravitating towards
wanting to save the lives of those
in need as much as possible and
the best that I could.

Sheila has always been there to
help those around her. Her heart
always seems to see the good in
people even if they showed their
bad and did their wrong doings.
She always gave the benefit of the
doubt.
Her motto is, “Do things from
the kindness of your heart, or
don’t do it at all.” She believes
that when things done not from
the heart, it takes away the
geniality, thus, not really helping.
I mean, do not get me wrong she
explains, Helping is helping, and
it is good to reach out a hand to
those in need .

Photography by Gordon Ross

Shelia D.-Ross
RCCI Chicago
Oscars Documentary
2018
Humanitarian
o f t h e Ye a r

However, do it from the heart. If you feel that you deserve to get something
back from it, that is not from the heart.
We only have 24 hours in a day, yet Sheila seems to do so much within that
time. From supporting her family, working in the ER, taking her daughter to
casting calls and shoots (out of state), being her son’s motivator and cheer
leader as he attends college for law, volunteering in her community (Mid-Ohio
food bank, OSU farm, etc.), being a leader and ambassador for Live Out Loud
Charity OH chapter (focusing on suicide prevention, core character
development, and anti-bullying), and even volunteering on the suicide hotline .
When we asked her how she does it, she replies, “Honestly, I don’t know, but
what I do know is that God is giving me the strength to do it, so, it must be my
purpose.
A quote Sheila says best describes her life would be: "There can be no greater
gift than that of giving one's time and energy to help others without expecting
anything in return." -Nelson Mandela
Wr i t t e n b y. S o p h i a C i n

Darren Jay Fallas
Miami native, Darren Jay Fallas
began his career in the music
business playing guitar at an early
age performing in venues and night
clubs.
After many months of
touring with Island Records signed
artist Arlan Feiles he decided it was
time to leave Miami and take a
break from the music scene. At the
age of 21 years old Darren enlisted
in the United States Navy. While in
the military Darren still actively
played and performed even taking
up singing which eventually led to
him writing and performing his own
material under the name Darren
Jay.

Darren’s
passion
for
music
increased again and after nine years
of honourable service he decided to
leave the Navy and pursue music
full time. Thus, began Darren’s
interest in recording his own music
using Digital Audio Workstations at

You can catch him perform at:
Buddy Guy’s on September 15, 2018 and October
17 at 9:00pm
Windy City Blues Festival on September 22, 2018
in Lyons, IL.
LINKS
Website: w w w . d a r r e n j . c o m
Facebook: h t t p s : / / w w w . f a c e b o o k . c
om/darrenjaymusic
YouTube: h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o
m/user/djfallas
Soundcloud Music:
https://soundcloud.com/darre
n-j

home and at a professional
recording studios. Since leaving the
Navy,
Darren
has
been
a
professional singer ,songwriter,
producer, recording, and touring
artist for Darren Jay and The Delta
Souls.
He also has toured with
several Blues Music Award winning
artists and former member of
Derek and The Dominoes Bobby
Whitlock.
In 2015, he started
attending The Illinois Institute of
Art (AI) Chicago graduating in 2018
with a Bachelor’s degree in Audio
Production.
While at school he recorded and
engineered Chicago Blues Hall of
Fame artist Tom Holland and
veteran Chicago blues artist Brian
Lupo. Aside from music Darren
also does acting roles for TV shows
like Chicago Med, Chicago PD, and

Chicago Fire.
Warmest Regards, Darren Jay Fallas

KC JORDON

first made his mark in the

industry as a commercial model at the age of 17 years old, He was always in love
with music ever since he could remember. Before becoming a model, he was in a
Spanish group at the age of 16 years old as one of the lead vocalists, that was only
for a short time as he had to move out of state with his family. At the age of 18 not
only was he modeling still but also signed to a record label in the Dance Music
scene with 3 number ones from his EP album "EL AMOR"
He then decided to Create a Latin Pop Group Name B.L.A.K.E with member
Vanessa Patiño. Writing original lyrics and working with producers to create the
perfect style for them, with many hits Exploring different sounds Dance and
Urban styles with songs as "Solo Contigo" "FANTASMA" "Conexion mental"
and "Bailame Lento" they just Released their debut Album "Luz En La
Oscuridad" working with Great producers such as Chicago's very own Carlos
Mojica and Salvador "Mad Man" Medina along with Venezuelan's very own Fresh
Producer Jose "Josep All 'star" Orozco.

KC has recently released his Solo
debut New Single "Noche
Inolvidable" produce by Jose
Orozco and written by Javier
Veliz. With New projects in hand
KC is exploring new sounds and
working on his Solo Album.
Make sure to Check out KC
JORDON for what's to come
next and B.L.A.K. E’s New
Album "Luz En La Oscuridad. “
Facebook. KC JORDON Official
BLAKE Official

Photo credits: Jose Orozco
Kc Jordon, Zapata

Photo credits:
Jose Orozco, Kc Jordon, Zapata

Photo credits:
Jose Orozco
Kc Jordon
Zapata

Purchase link.

https://www.amazon.com/Noche-Inolvidable-feat-JosephAllstar/dp/B07FF9XVL7/ref=mp_s_a_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1531513436&sr=8 2&pi=AC_SX236_SY340_FMwebp_QL65&keywords=kc+jordon+noche+inolvidable
&dpPl=1&dpID=518XkeOuCaL&ref=plSrch
https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/kcjordon2

Bailame Lento (Joseph All 'Star Remix)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B079RLWQN2/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_M6WDBbPTWE
QNJ

KC JORDON

Official links:
https://m.soundcloud.com/blake2official/blake-ft-josephallstar-bailame-lento-remix
https://m.facebook.com/blake2official/

https://www.instagram.com/p/Be3GLDJlxYb/

Photo credits:
Jose Orozco
Kc Jordon
Zapata

Valentin Rivera
Age: 30, was born and raised in the Little
Village neighborhood of Chicago as an
only child by a widowed mother. The
little village is a predominately Hispanic
community inhabited by street gangs.
Growing up in this neighborhood had its
challenges and personally, I had some
fears. Fear of falling prey to gang
violence or even the gang life itself.
When I started training martial arts I
was young; about 7 years old. I attended
community college to learn the Korean
art of Tae Kwon Do. Aside from my
own aspirations and attraction to martial
arts by way of Bruce Lee and Jackie
Chan movies, I more than anything
wanted to be like my father. I lost my
father to gun violence 6 months before I
was born. He was only 23 years old.

The Late Valentin Rivera was a martial artist with a 7th-degree black belt in Tae Kwon
Do and Karate with his own school in the neighborhood. He was also a well-known
stunt performer. I wanted to live up to the stories my family would tell of him about
how great of a fighter he was; fearless. I recall a story in particular where he fought a
group of gangbangers who wanted to jump him and how he was able to overcome
them. That story still inspires me to this very day. I inevitably found myself chasing
his ghost.

Eventually, when I was old enough to really appreciate the art I continued to train as a
teen and then into my adult years. I was captivated by the growing popularity of
Mixed Martial Arts. I was instantly attracted to how dominating the art of Jiu-Jitsu
was in MMA competition at the time and that’s what drove me to start that style of
training.

Several years later I am currently holding Brown
Belt in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu under Brazilian World
Champion and undefeated Professional MMA
fighter Christian Uflacker.

I also have the luxury of training with some of
the best MMA fighters in the Midwest under
Roberto Ramirez; founder of Chicago Fight
Team. I hold medals in various grappling
tournaments including IBJJF, NAGA, US
Grappling, etc. I also am an active amateur
MMA competitor with a 2 and 1 record with the
next fight around the corner on Nov. 30th, 2018.

Photo by Carlos Cartagena

I

simultaneously was immersed in hard rock music and skateboarding. I started

playing the drums in 6th grade and I played with my friends in many different
bands as kids growing up. Again, it served as a choice to oppose gang life. We all
grew into our teens and some of us grew out of the interest to play instruments in
a band, but I surely did not. I loved it too much. I realized I had a good ear for
tone matching and figured it would serve me well if I tried to sing. I learned to
play the guitar to compliment and aid my singing.
I started playing in a band called “White Horse Inertia” in my late teens with
some of my friends from the neighborhood. It grew popular with the high school
kids that were into the same scene. As we grew up the scene in our neighborhood
slowed down and we broke up. I continued to play in different bands as an adult
until I reconnected with an old friend who wanted me to try out for his band. He
was a drummer that I knew from my years of skateboarding. His name is Patrick
Hernandez.
He introduced me to David Dillon, Nilson Santos, and Luis Diaz and we shortly
after formed what is now known as Black Japan. We have been in Chicago ever
since; Cicero, Berwyn. Playing in venues like House of Blues, Double Door, Abbey
Pub, Elbo Room, Wire, and festivals such as Pilsen-fest and Fiesta Del Sol, etc...
And visiting nearby cities like Milwaukee, Abbotsford, Medford, and Madison, WI;
Dubuque, IA, Etc.…
This was definitely the most productivity and exposure I had ever experienced in a
band.
We h a ve 3
upcoming shows
Aug 25th
Music Day Festival
Sept 1st
The Outtaspace
Sept 21st
Cobra Lounge

Photo by Juan Mojica/Jam1...www.Jam1photo.com

Silk
luxury
Lifestyles
Of
Mikaelah

CAROLINA DE
ATHEY CO HOSTS
THE SAN DIEGO
INTERNATIONAL
KIDS FILM
FESTIVAL AND
STARS
IN THE
UPCOMING FILM
THE CUPIDS
PRODUCED BY
LYNN TANG.
For more on Carolina, you
can find her on IMdb:
https://www.imdb.com/na
me/nm5276140
http://www.carolinadeathe
y.com/
https://www.instagram.co
m/carolinadeathey/
-Written by Jacob

N.

Stuart
[www.imdb.com/name/nm
3714544]. Jacob is an awardwinning, produced
screenwriter.
He is the Founder of
ScreenwritingStaffing.com,
an online community that
connects screenwriters with
industry professionals.
All photos by Rocio Pina.

The San Diego International Kids’ Film festival just wrapped its 6th year. Just like
the years before, it was an enormous success. The film festival allowed the young
filmmakers of tomorrow to interact with the veteran filmmakers of today.
Lynn Tang, the festival director, uses her positive platform to bring the world
together each year in August, showcasing over 150 films from across the country,
from talented and inspiring young filmmakers. It is not just a festival, but a
community, chock full of industry panels, mixers, and networking. While the festival
brings hundreds of cultures together at once, it especially provides positive dialogue
between China and the USA. For more on the festival: http://sdkidsfilms.org
This year, actress-singer- model and producer CAROLINA DE ATHEY co-hosted
the award ceremony alongside actor-director MARK JUSTICE.
This is the second film festival Carolina has hosted for Lynn-- the last one being the
UNIVERSE MULTICULTURAL FILM FESTIVAL this past Spring.
The award ceremony is always a fan favorite. The awards portion is parlayed with
live dance and music performances, a red-carpet event, industry networking,
followed by amazing food and drinks.
Carolina de Athey is attached to Lynn Tang’s new romantic-comedy, THE CUPIDS.
Curt (Cupid) must complete three impossible love missions before the Chinese
Valentine’s Day, or risk losing his cherished bow.

Carolina will be playing BEAUTY MOON, a charming character who shape-shifts
between a beautiful, sensual woman to a wise old man throughout the story.
Carolina landed the role moments after she auditioned.
It was especially special that Carolina got to co-host alongside Mark Justice, as Mark
Justice is plugged to play a leading character in the film as well.
The screenplay was written by Mei Wang (China), and co-written (“doctored”) by
Screenwriting Staffing’s Founder, Jacob N. Stuart (USA). Mayea Films will produce
the film [http://maeya.org/films/maeyafilms.html]. It will be a Chinese-American
co production, promising to be a crowd favorite!
For more on Carolina, you can find her on IMdb:
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm5276140
http://www.carolinadeathey.com/
https://www.instagram.com/carolinadeathey/ Written by Jacob N. Stuart
[www.imdb.com/name/nm3714544].
Jacob is an award-winning, produced screenwriter. He is the Founder of
ScreenwritingStaffing.com, an online community that connects screenwriters with
industry professionals.

All photos by Rocio Pina.

Carolina de Athey & Mark Justice
Co-Hosts

L y n n Ta n g
Film and Roadway Producer
UMFF
Festival Director of SDIFF
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“A moment
Of
absolute
intensity”

Model
Ana Perez
Designer
Mario Gerrido
MUA/Body Paint
Sym Abrol
Smriti
Photographer
Jerry Alt

